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over time. However, minimizing the amount of data to be processed and stored is also an important goal for
practical implementation. A method was developed to utilize repeated GPS surveys acquired during field
operations for generating field-level DEMs. Elevation measurement error was corrected through a continuity
analysis. Fuzzy logic (FL) and weighted averaging (WA) methods were used to combine new surveys with
past elevation estimates without requiring storage and reprocessing of past survey data. After 20 surveys were
included, the DEM of the study area generated with FL and WA methods had an average root mean squared
error (RMSE) of 0.08 m, which was substantially lower than the RMSE of 0.16 m associated with the DEM
developed by averaging all data points in each grid. With minimum control of errors in elevation
measurements, the effect of these errors can be reduced with appropriate data processing, including
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UTILIZING REPEATED GPS SURVEYS FROM FIELD OPERATIONS
FOR DEVELOPMENT OF AGRICULTURAL FIELD DEMS
S. Abd Aziz, B. L. Steward, L. Tang, M. Karkee

ABSTRACT. Topographic data collected using RTK‐DGPS‐equipped farm vehicles during field operations could add
additional benefits to the original capital investment in the equipment through the development of high‐accuracy field DEMs.
Repeated surveys of elevation data from field operations may improve DEM accuracy over time. However, minimizing the
amount of data to be processed and stored is also an important goal for practical implementation. A method was developed
to utilize repeated GPS surveys acquired during field operations for generating field‐level DEMs. Elevation measurement
error was corrected through a continuity analysis. Fuzzy logic (FL) and weighted averaging (WA) methods were used to
combine new surveys with past elevation estimates without requiring storage and reprocessing of past survey data. After
20surveys were included, the DEM of the study area generated with FL and WA methods had an average root mean squared
error (RMSE) of 0.08 m, which was substantially lower than the RMSE of 0.16 m associated with the DEM developed by
averaging all data points in each grid. With minimum control of errors in elevation measurements, the effect of these errors
can be reduced with appropriate data processing, including continuity analysis, fuzzy logic, and weighted averaging. Two
years of GPS surveys of elevation data from field operations could reduce elevation error by 50% in field DEMs.
Keywords. Digital elevation model, Fuzzy logic, GPS, Topography.

I

n agricultural practices, accurate representation of field
topography is useful to implement precision agriculture
management for more efficient production systems. To‐
pographical information is important because it pro‐
vides derived parameters such as slope, aspect, topographic
index, and flow accumulation that are critical for agricultural
conservation planning. For example, the movement of sedi‐
ment, soil particles and agricultural chemicals (Maidment,
1996), and crop residue cover (Brown, 2008) are closely
linked to soil topography and slope. In practice, topographic
maps in the form of digital elevation models (DEMs) have
been used to assess transport of constituents such as sediment
and surface runoff from forested and agricultural watersheds
(Ghidey et al., 2001; Ouyang et al., 2005; Sarangi et al.,
2007), derive potential flow accumulation to assess soil
moisture patterns and soil texture changes in a field (Schmidt
and Persson, 2003), and estimate soil erosion for appropriate
farm management and soil water conservation planning
(deJong et al., 1999; Oost et al., 2000; Lin and Lin, 2001; Rit‐
sema et al., 2001). In spite of the importance of DEMs in agri‐
culture, it is nevertheless a challenge to obtain elevation data
cost‐effectively with sufficient accuracy and resolution.
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A DEM is a digital representation of land topography rep‐
resenting elevations on the earth's surface. A DEM can be
represented by one of three data structures: (1) gridded mod‐
els, in which elevation is estimated for each point on a regular
grid; (2) triangulated irregular networks (TIN), in which ter‐
rain elevation is represented in a network of non‐overlapping
irregular triangles; and (3) contour‐based networks, in which
landscape is divided into small, irregularly shaped polygons
based on natural contour lines and their orthogonals (Wilson
and Gallant, 2000). The square‐grid (gridded) model is the
most common form of DEM because of its simplicity and
ease of computer implementation (Wise, 1998). This article
is therefore focused on developing gridded DEMs and, for
simplicity, the term DEM will be used to refer to them.
Traditionally, DEMs were developed using elevation data
collected from conventional surveying techniques such as
theodolite and level surveys. Currently, remote sensing tech‐
niques, such as traditional aerial photogrammetric surveys,
airborne laser scanning (Ackermann, 1999), synthetic aper‐
ture radar (SAR; Evans and Apel, 1995), and light detection
and ranging (LiDAR; Vaze and Teng, 2007) are often used.
Remote sensing techniques require less labor, but using these
data sources to represent the topography of a particular site
is often too expensive and may require considerable technical
and computer expertise for appropriate data handling and
processing. Usually, DEMs can be purchased from a service
provider such as the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS), which
sells DEMs at varying levels of accuracy. USGS 7.5‐minute
DEMs, with grid spacing of 10 m or 30 m, are the most accu‐
rate, with root mean squared error (RMSE) of 7 m and 15 m,
respectively, and have been produced by interpolating eleva‐
tions from vectors or digital line graph hypsographic and hy‐
drographic data.
The advent and widespread use of the Global Positioning
System (GPS) in agriculture provides new and affordable op‐
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portunities for farmers to collect elevation data. Every time
GPS‐equipped vehicles are operated in the field, elevation
data can be recorded. The ability to obtain elevation data us‐
ing GPS‐equipped farm vehicle offers great advantages, as
surveys can be done during the course of other field opera‐
tions and thus do not require additional time or labor for data
collection. In 1992, real‐time kinematic differential GPS
(RTK‐DGPS) became commercially available with measure‐
ment capabilities within 1 to 4 cm accuracy (Buick, 2006).
RTK‐DGPS is becoming more widely adopted, as many ap‐
plications in precision agriculture require high accuracy and
consistent positional data. Auto‐guidance systems used in
row crops, for example, require high‐accuracy positional
measurements because cultivation, strip‐tillage, and harvest‐
ing must follow the planted rows precisely. In addition, the
use of GPS receivers in agriculture is expected to shift toward
RTK‐DGPS as greater coverage of RTK networks comes
available.
Several studies have investigated the feasibility of using
vehicle‐mounted RTK‐DGPS receivers to acquire topogra‐
phy data during typical field operations to generate DEMs.
Clark and Lee (1998) compared DEMs produced from stop‐
and‐go measurements with DEMs developed from kinematic
measurements collected using an RTK‐DGPS receiver
mounted on a moving vehicle. They showed that kinematic
measurements produced DEMs with slightly higher error
(3to 8 cm), but the increase was minimal relative to the
amount of additional effort required to collect stop‐and‐go
(error of 2 to 3 cm) measurements. Westphalen et al. (2004)
used RTK‐DGPS receivers and an inertial measurement unit
(IMU) mounted on an agricultural sprayer to measure vehicle
attitude and elevation data to generate DEMs. With the com‐
bination of IMU and the kinematic GPS measurements, the
RMSE of the DEMs ranged from 10 to 15 cm.
As a growing proportion of agricultural vehicles are
equipped with GPS receivers, elevation data may be gathered
continuously during common field operations. The accuracy
of elevation data and any derived parameters can be im‐
proved using repeated surveys and averaging GPS point loca‐
tions over several years (Renschler et al., 2002). Repeated
GPS surveys of elevation data from field passes of agricultur‐
al vehicles could be advantageous in improving the accuracy
of the DEM. However, with repeated surveys comes the chal‐
lenge of handling increasingly larger amounts of data, partic‐
ularly if all of the data are required for improving DEM
accuracy. Moreover, vertical and horizontal position mea‐
surement errors might occur in each survey due to device in‐
accuracies and human error during data collection.
To address these issues, algorithms were developed to
combine repeated GPS surveys for improving elevation esti‐
mates of agricultural fields. We proposed a process that
would minimize user input and intervention and as well as ex‐
pertise requirements for generating field‐level DEMs as a by‐
product of GPS equipped field operations. The goal of this
research was to develop a methodology of combining re‐
peated GPS surveys from field operations for the develop‐
ment of agriculture field DEMs. The specific objectives of
the research were: (1) to compare fuzzy logic, weighted aver‐
aging, and grid‐wise averaging techniques for combining re‐
peated GPS surveys; and (2) to observe the effect of
combining multiple GPS surveys over several years on DEM
accuracy.
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DATA SIMULATION AND COLLECTION
The methods proposed in this study were tested using
elevation data from two sources:
Simulated RTK‐DGPS elevation surveys: RTK‐DGPS
elevation surveys were simulated to provide datasets for
methodology development. Elevation values were interpo‐
lated from a USGS DEM along predefined field operation
paths to simulate the GPS surveying process. RTK‐DGPS er‐
rors were modeled and added to these simulated measure‐
ments. Simulated survey data were used to focus on the
effects of GPS errors inherent in GPS measurements. With
these data, it was assumed that the USGS DEM was the best
elevation representation for that area, and it was thus used as
the true surface for validation.
Experimental RTK‐DGPS field surveys: To test the al‐
gorithm on measured data, multiple GPS surveys were con‐
ducted on a test field by driving an agricultural vehicle with
RTK‐DGPS receivers mounted on it. Another set of GPS sur‐
veys was collected using an RTK‐DGPS receiver mounted on
a sled pulled by a utility vehicle. The measurements from this
latter set of surveys were used as reference measurements for
validation. They were collected closer to the ground to mini‐
mize the errors due to vehicle dynamics and geometry associ‐
ated with the test measurements.
SIMULATED RTK‐DGPS ELEVATION SURVEYS
A test field was modeled using a 7.5‐minute USGS DEM
of Winneshiek County, Iowa, with 10 m grid spacing. The
USGS DEM was acquired from an online GIS data provider
(GeoCommunity, 2007). Most of the area in Winneshiek
County consists of farm land (380,034 acres; 86% of the total
area). A 120 × 120 m area with elevation ranging from 1117
to 1124 m (around 8 m elevation difference) was selected
(fig.1) for the study because it contained some topographical
relief but did not contain features such as streams, rivers, or
lakes that would prevent contiguous farm operations. To sim‐
ulate surveys occurring during field operations, vehicle trav‐
el paths were predefined based on four field operations
(tillage, planting, spraying, and harvesting) typical of a corn‐
soybean rotation in Iowa (fig. 2). Elevation values were then
interpolated at each sampling location on the defined paths
using inverse distance weighting (IDW) interpolation. Data
were sampled along straight north‐south paths for planting,
spraying, and harvesting operations and along diagonal
northeast‐southwest paths for tillage operations. The swath
spacing was 6.1 m for planting, harvesting, and tillage opera‐
tions and 27.4 m for spraying operations (table 1). The dis‐
tance between data points along the path was 0.5 m, based on
a 5 Hz measurement rate with 9.7 km h-1 vehicle speed. For
each dataset, the sampling path started near the southwest
corner of the field, where the first sample point of the path
was generated at a random distance off of a fixed starting
point (normally distributed with  = 0.5 m). Thus, the loca‐
tion of the sampling path was in general different for each da‐
taset. This variation was added because the field operations
were assumed to be non‐controlled traffic operations in
which the exact positions of the track operations will vary
each year. At each simulated sampling location, a five‐
dimensional vector was generated consisting of easting,
northing, elevation, DGPS station ID number, and sampling
time. A total of 20 simulated GPS measurement surveys (cor‐
responding to five years of field operations) from the area
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Table 2. Pseudorange error statistics for
DGPS error modeling (James, 1994).
Gauss‐Markov
Measurement
Noise
Noise

Figure 1. Digital elevation model for the study area from Winneshiek
County, Iowa. The standard USGS Universal Transverse Mercator
(UTM) format was used with UTM grid zone of 15N for the coordinate
projection using North American Datum 1983 (NAD1983).
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Figure 2. Diagonal (northeast‐southwest) sampling path for (a) tillage and
straight (north‐south) sampling patterns for (b) planting, (c) spraying,
and (d) harvesting operations in the study area.
Table 1. Machine and track specifications
used in simulating the elevation data.
Track
Width (m)
Machine
Track Direction
Chisel plow tillage

6.10

Diagonal
(northeast‐southwest)

Planter
(8 row, 30 inch spacing)

6.10

Straight
(north‐south)

High‐clearance sprayer

27.43

Straight
(north‐south)

Harvester
(8 row, 30 inch spacing)

6.10

Straight
(north‐south)

were generated with simulated GPS noise added to the data‐
sets. This process was replicated three times for analysis.
Vehicle‐based RTK‐DGPS system accuracy relies on GPS
signal quality and continued availability of the differential
correction signal. Loss or interruption of the DGPS correc‐
tion signal will affect the GPS positioning measurement,
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SD, σ
(m)

Time, τ
(s)

SD, σ
(m)

RTK‐DGPS position error

0.096

600

0.0038

Discontinuity error
(dual‐frequency P‐code)

1.030

600

0.3160

which introduces errors in the range of centimeters (Scherzinger et al., 2007). Errors may also occur when satellites ap‐
pear or leave the field of view during the GPS data collection.
In our previous work, when the RTK‐DGPS receiver lost the
correction or satellite signal, the receiver mode automatical‐
ly changed from fixed to float DGPS correction solution
(lower accuracy), which introduced large discontinuities in
the measurements along the vertical and horizontal planes.
We modeled this noise using pseudorange error statistics for
a dual‐frequency P‐code DGPS receiver. This noise together
with the kinematic DGPS position errors are usually repre‐
sented as stochastic errors that are correlated in time (Farrell
and Barth, 1999). In this study, Gauss‐Markov processes
(James, 1994) were used to model the errors because their ex‐
ponential time‐correlation function holds the properties of
the errors. The Gauss‐Markov terms were modeled as:
i = i

-1e

- T /

 + wi

(1)

where
i = ith error
i -l = (i - 1)th error
wi = RTK‐DGPS measurement noise represented as
random process drawn from a normal distribution
ΔT = sampling interval.
These processes can be described as an exponential
autocorrelation function with variance 2 and time constant
 (table2):
R(t) =  2e-| t |/ 
(2)
Three independent random number generators were used
to produce normally distributed random noise. The first
random number generator provided the Gauss‐Markov noise
related to RTK‐DGPS errors. The second random number
generator produced the Gauss‐Markov noise for the
discontinuity errors. The discontinuity noise was turned on
for six to ten times at 5 s intervals by generating random
numbers indicating when the noise would occur in the
samples (fig. 3). The third random number generator
produced the GPS measurement noise (wi ) with standard
deviation (SD)  = 0.316 m when the discontinuity noise was
turned on and  = 0.0038 m when the discontinuity noise was
turned off (James, 1994). These error models were added to
the simulated elevation surveys. Errors were modeled
independently along each X, Y, and Z measurement axis. The
survey simulation algorithm was written in Matlab version
7.0 (The Mathworks, Inc., Natick, Mass.).
EXPERIMENTAL RTK‐DGPS FIELD SURVEYS
Multiple GPS surveys were collected from a small portion
of a grassy field in Ames, Iowa. The field of interest covered
an area of 0.23 ha (36.56 m wide × 60.96 m long) and had
a 0° to 8° slope, which was oriented to the southwest. The
elevation ranged from 323 m to about 326 m. Elevation data
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4655040

(Gator, Deere & Co., Moline, Ill.) was used to pull the sled
across the field at 6.4 to 9.7 km h-1. These measurements
were collected closer to the ground to eliminate the errors
caused by the vehicle dynamics contained in the test data. In
general, as a vehicle travels over a field's topography, weight
transfer leads to changes in vehicle pitch or roll angles
relative to the slope based on the suspension stiffness. As
such, the resulting elevation measurements have an
additional error source associated with the vehicle
suspension system and geometry. Since the reference
measurements were collected using a GPS receiver mounted
on a sled, these errors were minimized.
Since the raw data were in the format of a geographic
coordinate system consisting of longitude, latitude, and
altitude, the data were converted into a projected coordinate
system. Projection was required for spatial data analysis
using units of length in the horizontal plane. The standard
USGS Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) format was
used (UTM grid zone 15N; NAD1983).

4655020

METHODS

White
measurement
noise #3

DGPS model
parameters

White noise
#1

Gauss-Markov
RTK-DGPS noise

X error

off
White noise
#2

Gauss-Markov
Two Frequency Pcode noise

Total pseudorange
error

on

Figure 3. Algorithm for producing error in X axis (Y and Z axes are
similar; James, 1994).
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Figure 4. Data collection tracks in the study area using (a) an agricultural
sprayer with 1 Hz RTK‐DGPS receivers and (b) a custom‐developed sled
pulled by a John Deere utility vehicle with a 5 Hz RTK‐DGPS receiver
(used as the validation set).

were collected using a self‐propelled high‐clearance
agricultural sprayer (ASABE Standards, 2005) equipped with
RTK‐DGPS receivers (StarFire RTK, Deere & Co., Moline,
Ill.) operating at 1 Hz with a vertical static RMSE of less than
1.5 cm. The GPS receivers were mounted at a height of 3.8m
above the field surface. The vehicle was driven across the
field at a speed of 3.2 to 14.5 km h-1 along passes that were
3.05 m apart (fig. 4). Correction signals were sent from the
local base station via a radio link (Pacific Crest Corp., Santa
Clara, Cal.) The base station was located at 61 m northwest
of the test field. A total of 16 datasets of field surveys were
collected.
Another set of independent surveys across the entire field
was collected for validation. These reference measurements
were acquired using an RTK‐DGPS receiver operating at
5Hz on a custom‐built sled. A John Deere utility vehicle
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A program was written in Matlab version 7.0
(TheMathworks, Inc., Natick, Mass.) to implement the
methodology for generating field DEMs using repeated GPS
surveys. The procedure consisted of the following steps
(fig.5):
Discontinuity detection: When an RTK‐DGPS receiver
lost the correction signal, the receiver mode changed from
fixed to float mode solution (lower accuracy) and introduced
discontinuous measurements in the dataset. A GPS
discontinuity error correction algorithm was developed to
correct these discontinuities.
DEM generation: Next, kriging interpolation was used to
interpolate GPS measurements into gridded DEMs. A DEM
was developed from each GPS elevation survey.
DEM combination and reduction: This study was based
on the hypothesis that field DEM accuracy can be improved
by combining the DEM estimates over several surveys.
However, simply averaging the DEM estimates from
different surveys may not be the best approach because one
measurement survey may contain more error than another.
Hence, two data combination algorithms were developed:
one using a fuzzy logic (FL) approach and the other using a
weighted average (WA) approach to combine data. Both
methods only kept the current grid elevation estimates and
their standard deviation and did not require data from
previous surveys to be stored and reprocessed every time new
GPS survey data became available. This feature is essential
for practical implementation. DEMs were also developed
through averaging the elevation at each grid (grid‐wise
averaging) to compare with the FL and WA results. Finally,
a control method was used to develop a control DEM through
grid‐wise averaging without discontinuity analysis. Detailed
explanations of each step are provided in the following
sections.
DISCONTINUITY DETECTION
An algorithm was developed to detect measurement
discontinuity noise for data correction. In previous studies,
the RTK‐DGPS receiver introduced large discontinuities in
the elevation measurements when changes from a fixed
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points that are too far away from the corrected point and did
not provide substantial improvement in the correction. To
ensure that the discontinuities were minimized, the
differences between adjacent elevation points along the path
were computed. The discontinuities were minimized if the
differences between the adjacent points along the path were
within two standard deviations of the mean elevation
differences. The result of this process can be seen through
inspection of the elevation plot (fig. 6).

New
measurement
set

Discontinuity
analysis

Kriging
( Xn, s n)

Do we have a DEM from
previous data?
( Xo, s o)

No

Yes
Fuzzy Logic algorithm or Weighted
Averaging for combination process

Updated DEM
(X, s )

Compare with
Validation DEM

Figure 5. Overview of DEM development process using repeated surveys
of elevation measurements. Each new measurement survey is combined
with the existing DEM to improve the elevation estimate while reducing
the amount of data to be stored.

solution to a float solution occurred. The DGPS reference
station ID number also changed, and thus discontinuities
were identified by finding the changes in the station ID. The
points with a float solution ID were characterized as the
discontinuity noise. Then the discontinuities in the X and Y
axes were corrected by adjusting the coordinates to follow the
coordinates direction of the vehicle path. The discontinuities
in the elevation were corrected by re‐estimating the value
using the mean of eight nearest continuous neighboring
points (points with fixed solution ID). Eight neighboring
points were used because the horizontal distance between
them and the corrected point was generally less than 3 m.
Choosing more than eight neighboring points may involve

KRIGING INTERPOLATION
After discontinuities were removed, cleaned elevation
measurements were interpolated to generate a DEM. The
DEM grid locations were pre‐defined so that each DEM
developed using measurements from a new survey would use
the same grid locations. Elevation measurements were
interpolated into the gridded DEM using ordinary kriging,
which was chosen because it is commonly used and is shown,
based on geostatistical theory, to be an unbiased estimator
that minimizes error variance (Isaaks and Srivastava, 1989).
In addition, visual inspection of the data indicated no large
trends, and ordinary kriging is known to be quite robust
(Trangmar et al., 1985). A Matlab kriging toolbox (Sidler,
2003) was used with the von Kármán covariance model (von
Kármán, 1948) instead of a common semivariogram model
to describe the spatial structure of the data. For our
implementation, in which sampled data were located
preferentially and had a high possibility of outliers due to
uncertainty in GPS measurements, the covariance model was
appropriate. In a deterministic framework, where available
sample information is interpolated within the same domain,
direct estimation of the covariance model is better than the
traditional semivariogram approach because the covariance
estimator is less sensitive to extreme values, skewed
distributions, and clustered sampling than the traditional
semivariogram estimator (Isaaks and Srivastava, 1998).
For the simulated GPS surveys, data were fit with an
exponential covariance model with a 20 m range. Data points
were interpolated to 10 m grids using a minimum of 16 data
points. For experimental field surveys, data points were
interpolated to 1 m grids with similar kriging parameters. The
range distance, grid size, and number of data points
represented a trade off between interpolation support and
computation time. Anisotropy was taken in account as the
search neighborhood was defined as an ellipse centered on
the location being estimated and rotated with the major axis
in the vehicle path direction. The kriging elevation estimate
and kriging variance for each grid were stored.

Figure 6. Elevation measurements (a) before and (b) after discontinuity analysis on a measurement survey collected at the study area.
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DATA COMBINATION AND REDUCTION
After the kriging interpolation, the DEM estimates from
different GPS surveys were combined using FL and WA
methods. Both methods were developed for improving
statistical estimates as new information comes available
while not requiring storage of all prior measurements.
Fuzzy Logic Method
The process of combining the elevation estimates from
two DEMs used a fuzzy logic algorithm to take into account
the uncertainty at each grid represented by the kriging
variance at each grid. Specifically, the algorithm adjusted the
elevation estimate of a grid with higher kriging variance to
be at least within two standard deviations of the grid estimate
with a lower kriging variance from the other DEM. Kriging
variance is the minimized estimation error variance under the
condition of unbiasedness. The error variance is estimated
based on the underlying semivariogram model. A smaller
kriging variance indicates that the kriging estimate is more
strongly supported by elevation measurements and thus more
accurately represents the true elevation. Hence, the purpose
of adjusting the higher variance grid estimate to within two
standard deviation of that with a lower variance is to improve
the accuracy of the DEM in the sense that the elevation
estimate with lower kriging variance is better supported by
measurements than that with a higher kriging variance.
The lower kriging variance grid estimate was used as the
base estimate, x1. Then the grid estimate from the other
DEM, x2, was categorized into low, average, and high
uncertainty fuzzy classes using a set of fuzzy membership
functions developed in a similar approach (Zhang and Han,
2002). The fuzzy membership functions represented the
difference between two grid kriging estimates (fig. 7):
μ L (x2 ) =
1,
x2 ≤ x1 − 2σ x1
⎧
⎟
⎟1 − 2⎛⎢ x1 − 2σ x1 − x2 ⎞⎟, x − 2σ < x ≤ x − σ
x1
x1
1
2
1
⎟
⎢
⎟
2 σ x1
⎟
⎝
⎠
(3)
⎨
2
⎛x −x ⎞
⎟
2⎢ 1 2 ⎟ ,
x1 − σ x1 < x2 ≤ x1
⎟
⎢ 2σ x ⎟
⎟
⎝
1
⎠
⎟⎩
0,
x2 > x1

(

)

μ A (x2 )=
0,
x2 ≤ x1 − 2σ x1
⎧
⎟
2
⎟ ⎛⎢ x1 − 2σ x1 − x2 ⎞⎟
, x1 − 2σ x1 < x2 ≤ x1 − σ x1
⎟ 2⎢
⎟
2σ x1
⎟ ⎝
⎠
2
⎟
⎛x −x ⎞
⎟
1
2 ⎟
⎢
,
x1 − σ x1 < x2 ≤ x1 + σ x1
⎨ 1− 2
⎢ 2σ x ⎟
⎟
1
⎝
⎠
⎟
2
⎟ ⎛⎢ x1 + 2σ x1 − x2 ⎞⎟
, x1 + σ x1 < x2 ≤ x1 + 2σ x1
⎟ 2⎢
⎟
2σ x1
⎠
⎟ ⎝
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0,
x2 > x1 + 2σ x1

(

(

)

(4)

)

μ H (x2 ) =
0,
x2 ≤ x1
⎧
2
⎟
⎛x −x ⎞
⎟
2⎢ 1 2 ⎟ ,
x1 < x2 ≤ x1 + σ x1
⎟
⎢ 2σ x ⎟
⎟
⎝
⎠
1
(5)
⎨
2
⎛ (x1 + 2σ x )− x2 ⎞
⎟
1
⎢
⎟ , x + σ < x ≤ x + 2σ
⎟1 − 2⎢
1
x1
2
1
x1
⎟
σ
2
x1
⎝
⎠
⎟
⎟
1,
x2 > x1 + 2σ x1
⎩

where L , A , and H are the degrees of membership (DOM)
for the low, average, and high fuzzy classes, respectively, and
x1 and x2 are the standard deviations associated with the
grid kriging variance from the two DEMs. The average class
indicates that the estimate is within two standard deviations
of the kriging estimate of the lower kriging variance grid and
data correction may not be necessary. Elevation estimates
with high degrees of membership in the high or low classes,
however, can be corrected by shifting them to be similar to
the kriging estimate of the grid with lower variance.
The DOMs were used as the inputs to a fuzzy model to
produce a crisp output to be used as a weight for data
correction. The membership functions of the fuzzy output
classes consisted of trapezoid and triangle shapes where the
output variable u was between -1 and 1 (fig. 8). The inference
of input to the output was based on the following rules:
S If elevation estimate x2 is low, then output variable u is
large negative shift.

Figure 7. Graphical representation of fuzzy membership functions for low, average, and high elevation for estimate x2 in relation to estimate x1 in a
grid, with standard deviation sx1.
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From equation 9, the updated variance is less than the
smallest input variance since:
1
σμ

Figure 8. Fuzzy output model for determining the weight for data correction
based on the degrees of membership m(u) and output variable u.

S If elevation estimate x2 is average, then output variable
u is small shift.
S If elevation estimate x2 is high, then output variable u
is large positive shift.
The crisp output from this fuzzy model was determined
using the centroid defuzzification technique defined as:

∑ ∫ μ (u) ⋅ udu
∑ ∫ μ (u)du

2

⎛ 1
=⎢ 2
⎢ σx
⎝ 1

⎞ ⎛ 1
⎟+⎢
⎟ ⎢ σ 2x
⎠ ⎝ 2

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎠

(10)

The averaging function weighted the estimate based on
the kriging variance, so if the kriging variance of a particular
grid from DEM 1, x1, is greater than that from DEM 2, x2,
then x2 contributes more than x1 to x. From equation 10, the
standard deviation  is less than either x1 or x2, which
implies that the uncertainty in the estimate decreases by
combining the two pieces of information. This process was
repeated for all the grids of the study area, and the same
procedure was used when new surveys were acquired. The
process only kept the current estimate of the elevation in each
grid and its associated variance. It did not require all previous
data to be stored and reprocessed every time new surveys
were acquired.

1

∗

u =

i = L, A, H

−1

i

(6)

1

i = L, A, H

−1

i

where  i (u) is the DOM of the output membership function.
The fuzzy output was then used as a weight in the correction
function defined as:
(7)
x′2 = x2 − u ∗ ⋅ Dx − x
2

1

where
x′2
= corrected estimate
x2
= kriging estimate of a grid
u*
= weight obtained from fuzzy logic algorithm
Dx 2 - x 1 = absolute differences between x2 and x1.
After data correction using fuzzy logic, the estimates x′2
and x1 were averaged and stored. Since the accuracy of x2
estimates were improved using the fuzzy algorithm relative
to the x1 estimate, the variance of the combined estimates was
represented by x1, the kriging variance associated with x1.
This variance was passed along to be used for analysis when
the next DEM was available. This process was repeated for
all the grids of the study area. The process kept the current
estimate of the elevation in each grid and its associated
variance, and thus no additional prior data were required for
future DEM recombination with new survey measurements.
Weighted Averaging Method
In the WA method, DEMs were combined grid‐wise using
a weighted average function defined as:
⎛ σ 2x
xμ = ⎢ 2 2 2
⎢ σx + σx
2
⎝ 1

2
⎞
⎛
⎟ x + ⎢ σ x1
1
⎟
⎢ σ 2x + σ 2x
2
⎠
⎝ 1

⎞
⎟x
⎟ 2
⎠

(8)

where x is the new estimate (combination) of the elevation
of the grid, and x1 and x2 are the estimates from the two
DEMs.
The variance of the combined estimate, , was then
defined as:
⎛ σ 2x σ 2x ⎞
(9)
σμ2 = ⎢ 2 1 22 ⎟
⎢ σx + σx ⎟
⎝ 1
2 ⎠
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ACCURACY OF DEM ELEVATIONS
Root mean squared error (RMSE), a typical measure of
DEM error (Wise, 1998; Bishop and McBratney, 2002;
Wilson et al., 2005; Westphalen et al., 2004), was used to
measure the performance of the various methods in
producing accurate DEMs. For the simulated GPS surveys,
the original USGS DEM data were used as the validation
values for each DEM grid, and error was calculated by
subtracting the elevation estimates from the USGS DEM
values. For the DEMs developed using multiple GPS surveys,
error was calculated by subtracting the DEM estimates from
the nearest reference measurement value.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
DEMS DEVELOPED FROM SIMULATED RTK‐DGPS
ELEVATION SURVEYS
The contour map of the DEMs produced using the control
method exhibited some artifacts that were most obvious in
the northern half of the field (fig. 9a). The contour lines at the
north of the field were not as smooth if compared to the
contour lines in the map developed using reference data
(fig.10a). These artifacts were mainly due to the
discontinuity noise in the measurements, which was not
removed in the control process. The RMSE of the DEM
developed using the control method was substantially high,
with an average maximum value of 1.38 m, when a single
simulated elevation survey was used to generate the DEM.
The average RMSE from three replications decreased to
0.40m after 20 simulated surveys were used (fig. 9b). With
proper data‐processing techniques, errors in the field
measurements could be reduced to improve the DEMs
accuracy.
The contour map generated with data from the original
USGS DEM of the test field (fig. 10a) was compared with
contour maps of the DEMs produced from the simulated
surveys (fig. 10b, 10c, and 10d). The contour map of the grid‐
wise averaging DEM (fig. 10b) exhibited similar contour
lines with a few artifacts or anomalies that seemed erroneous.
However, with the FL and WA DEMs, most of the artifacts
were removed (fig. 10d and 10c). These topographic maps
had contour lines similar to the original USGS DEM contour
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Figure 9. (a) Contour map of 10 m DEM of the test area from Winneshiek County produced by regularly averaging all data points in each grid without
discontinuity error detection (control method) and (b) RMSE of the DEM as multiple GPS surveys were combined as they became available using the
control process.
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Figure 10. (a) Reference contour map compared to contour maps from DEMs produced by (b) grid‐wise averaging method, (c) WA method, and (d)FL
method.

map. It is obvious that data processing is needed to generate
acceptable topographic maps from these simulated surveys.
The mean RMSE obtained from the DEM accuracy
analysis for over three simulated measurement surveys
decreased as the number of elevation surveys increased
(fig.11). DEMs developed using the grid‐wise averaging
method with discontinuity error detection had higher RMSE
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compared to DEMs developed using the FL and WA
methods. Overall, from this plot, the RMSE for all methods
decreased as the number of simulated elevation surveys
increased. For the grid‐wise averaging method, the average
RMSE from three replications decreased from 0.34 m to
0.14m after 20 surveys were used. For FL and WA methods,
the average RMSE decreased from 0.28 m to 0.07 m and
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Figure 11. RMSE of DEMs as multiple simulated RTK‐DGPS elevation
surveys were combined using the methods developed in this study. RMSE
were averaged from three independent replications.

0.08m, respectively, as the number of elevation surveys used
increased. For the first three surveys, the differences in
RMSE between the FL and WA methods were very small.
However, the RMSE from the WA method dropped lower
than the FL method as more simulated elevation surveys were
added. This lower error was due to how the variance was
handled in each method. As more surveys were added, the
WA method reduced the estimation variance through
equation 9, while the FL method retained the minimum
variance.
DEMS DEVELOPED FROM EXPERIMENTAL RTK‐GPS FIELD
SURVEYS
Similar analysis was done with the GPS surveys collected
from the study area. Due to the discontinuity noise in the
measurements, which was not removed in the control
process, the contour map of the DEMs produced using the
control method exhibited artifacts in the direction of the
sampling pattern. (fig. 12a). The RMSE of the DEM
developed using the control method was substantially high,
with an average maximum value of 0.83 m. The RMSE
varied substantially with a lower number of elevation surveys
and became more stable at approximately 0.6 m as the
number of surveys increased to five and above (fig. 12b).
The maps of DEMs developed using the grid‐wise
averaging, FL, and WA methods are displayed in figure 13.
(a)

The algorithm robustly handled the error inherent in the GPS
measurements, and the three methods had similar
performance (fig. 14) as that observed with the simulated
surveys. The DEMs developed using the grid‐wise averaging
method had substantially higher RMSE compare to the
DEMs developed with the FL and WA methods. The RMSE
for the grid‐wise averaging method decreased from 0.21 m to
0.13 m after 20 surveys were used. The RMSE of DEMs
developed using the FL and WA methods decreased from
0.20 m to 0.08 m as the number of surveys used increased
(fig.14). The differences in RMSE between these two
methods were very small. However, the RMSE of the FL
method DEM varied more than that of the WA method as new
surveys were used.
Possible causes of other errors were the field conditions
and vehicle dynamics. As the vehicle traveled over the field
surface, it interacted with the micro‐topography, the small‐
scale variance in the field surface. There were also variations
in weight distribution of the vehicle from test to test, as data
collections were conducted on the same vehicle path
repeatedly and the soil surface was deformed as more passes
were made. The temperature variation during data collection
might also have caused changes in the air suspension system
stiffness.
The effects of these errors were reduced when the DEMs
were developed using the FL and WA methods. For the FL
and WA methods, kriging produced an estimate by optimally
weighting surrounding measurements. The grid‐wise
averaging method, however, is sensitive to outliers because
it produced estimates by giving each measurement in a grid
the same weight. Beyond initial estimation, the FL and WA
methods were robust to outliers because in the data
combination process, the kriging variance was passed along
as a measure of confidence in the estimates based on prior
sampling configurations. A smaller kriging variance
indicated that the elevation estimate was more strongly
supported by elevation measurements and thus should be
more representative of the true elevation. When the estimates
from different DEMs were combined, the FL method
adjusted the estimate with less measurement support relative
to that with more support before combining. The WA method
weighted the estimates based on the confidence in the
estimates during combination. Hence, these two methods
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Figure 12. (a) Contour map of 1 m DEM of the study field by averaging all data points in each grid without discontinuity error detection (control process)
and (b) RMSE of the DEM as multiple RTK‐DGPS surveys were combined as they became available using the control process.
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Figure 13. (a) Reference contour map compared to contour maps from DEMs produced by (b) grid‐wise averaging method, (c) WA method, and (d)FL
method using 16 surveys.
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Figure 14. RMSE of DEMs as repeated RTK‐DGPS surveys were
combined using the methods developed in this study.

were more robust to measurement errors and resulted in
improved performance over the grid‐wise averaging method.
This study demonstrates the importance of passing along a
measure of estimate confidence in the process as measurements from new surveys are added.
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CONCLUSION
GPS data surveys for the development of the field DEMs
were simulated using publicly available USGS DEM and
acquired using GPS‐equipped farm vehicles. Repeated GPS
surveys of elevation data improved the DEM accuracy over
time. This article presented two methods for the development
of field DEMs as a by‐product of GPS‐aided farm operations.
These methods provided means to reduce the amount of raw
elevation data passed on between measurements and
combine them for improved elevation estimate. From this
work, the following conclusions can be drawn:
S The DEMs from the experimental RTK‐DGPS field
surveys developed using the FL and WA methods had
an average RMSE of 0.08 m after using 20 surveys,
which was substantially lower than the RMSE of
0.60m associated with the DEM developed by
averaging all data points in each grid without
discontinuity error detection. Overall, two years of
GPS surveys of elevation data from field operations
could improve the accuracy of the field DEM by 50%
relative to the first DEM.
S With minimum control of errors in elevation
measurement surveys, the effect of these GPS errors
can be reduced with appropriate data processing to

TRANSACTIONS OF THE ASABE

reduce the effect of discontinuities and combine
multiple survey data using methods that take into
account the confidence in estimates based on their
measurement support.
S With a large number of measurement surveys, the
fuzzy logic and weighted averaging methods had about
the same performance; however, DEM error associated
with the weighted averaging method decreased more
consistently as more measurement surveys were used.
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